
Product Instructions
E-Z-ON® Portable Wrist

Restraints :  Model #100WRP

           WARNING!  DEATH or SERIOUS INJURY can occur if
           manufacturer's  instructions are not  followed correctly.

* Use wrist restraints for added security
when extra restraint is needed.
* Deters unwanted arm movements.
* Clip to the D-rings on the hip straps of the
E-Z-ON VEST or may be sewn on, to
prevent loss.
* Each restraint features a McDonald
buckle closure with one-pull adjustment for
quick securement.
* Wrap around wrist and secure with
McDonald buckle.
* Adjust by pulling on webbing and
secures restraints snug around wrist.
* Back thread webbing to lock in position.
* Follow these instructions for proper use
and care.
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Note: Sold as pair
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Installation Instructions
E-Z-ON Portable Wrist

Restraints :  Model #100WRP

1. Wrap one restraint around each
wrist and secure McDonald-buckle.
2. Position corresponding McDonald-
buckle on outside of wrist.
3. Adjust by pulling on extra webbing
to secure restraints snug around wrist.
4. Clip E-Z-ON hooks to the D-rings
on the hip straps of the E-Z-ON VEST.
5. Secure to D-ring of vest with hook
facing inward.
6. Tighten each restraint to desired
fit, back thread to lock.
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Product Instructions
E-Z-ON® Portable Wrist Restraints :  Model #100WRP
           WARNING!  DEATH or SERIOUS INJURY can occur if
           manufacturer's  instructions are not  followed correctly.
 
* Use wrist restraints for added security when extra restraint is needed.
* Deters unwanted arm movements.
* Clip to the D-rings on the hip straps of the E-Z-ON VEST or may be sewn on, to prevent loss.
* Each restraint features a McDonald buckle closure with one-pull adjustment for quick securement.
* Wrap around wrist and secure with McDonald buckle.
* Adjust by pulling on webbing and secures restraints snug around wrist.
* Back thread webbing to lock in position.
* Follow these instructions for proper use and care.
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Installation Instructions
E-Z-ON Portable Wrist 
Restraints :  Model #100WRP
1. Wrap one restraint around each wrist and secure McDonald-buckle. 
2. Position corresponding McDonald-buckle on outside of wrist.
3. Adjust by pulling on extra webbing to secure restraints snug around wrist.
4. Clip E-Z-ON hooks to the D-rings on the hip straps of the E-Z-ON VEST.
5. Secure to D-ring of vest with hook facing inward.
6. Tighten each restraint to desired fit, back thread to lock.
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